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Preface 

 

A superior space catalog is the key to achieving independent commercial space 

operations or potential space superiority. 

This book does not derive fundamental astrodynamics equations and theories, which can be found 

in many excellent textbooks. However, Chapters 1 to 5 provide key insights and source codes of 

seven fundamental astrodynamics algorithms to bridge the theories and practice of orbit 

propagation, initial orbit determination (IOD), batch and sequential differential correction (DC) in 

general, and applied to rapid space catalog building in particular. Appendix A includes source 

codes of 11 numerical integrators for short and long duration numerical orbit propagation. 

Appendix B includes source codes of seven analytic and numerical state transition matrices. 

Appendix C shows the excellent fit of the Vinti orbit propagator for autonomous on-orbit 

propagation of GPS equipped CubeSats. Appendix D documents the heated historical exchange 

on analytic perturbed orbit propagation between Professor John Vinti of MIT and Professor Dirk 

Brouwer of Yale University around Christmas of 1959. Over 100 numerical examples using real 

and simulated data illustrate how these algorithms are applied in practice. No claim is made that 

these algorithms are the best or coded efficiently for specific applications. 

 

All the algorithms provided in this book are grouped as the student version. The professional 

version of the seven analytic Vinti-based algorithms for catalog building includes the solutions of 

the four century-old puzzles or Exercises 1 to 4. Robustness, accuracy and efficiency of orbit 

propagation are improved in the professional version, and in turn the IOD and DC algorithms 

become more accurate and efficient. Extended Kalman Filter and Batch DC tuning, system noise, 

error covariance, and other sensor system refinements can be added when observations from 

particular sensors are processed. The insights and hard work required to solve the four century-old 

puzzles are invaluable, not to mention the use of real observations to develop the algorithms. 

Integrating these seven professional algorithms together, which could cost at least a million times 

more than the price of this book, will be team work between DerAstro and the interested party. 

Integrating further to merge with a real operational system is priceless and outside the scope of 

this book. 

Since source codes and numerical examples are provided, the goodness of these algorithms can be 

verified by any interested researcher. If you are satisfied with cataloging a few new or candidate 

objects out of millions of observations per day, that is a recipe for losing the lead in catalog 

building. When the MicroSats, CubeSats and new space debris are flooding the Near-earth, then 

the Russian roulette game begins. The space tourism industry might collapse instantly at the 

moment of an accidental space collision in the Low Earth Orbit. Worse, if Space Force finds out 

that a commercial space operator or other countries are rapidly building more complete and 

accurate space catalogs, will someone ask why we overlooked Vinti for over 60 years? 
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Introduction 

 

There is an old saying in Celestial Mechanics: “If it is simple, it is not good. If it is good, it is 

not simple.” To develop an astrodynamics algorithm from equations of a theory is not 

simple. 

 

 

The first purpose 

This book provides source codes of fundamental astrodynamics algorithms and over 100 

practical numerical examples to complement most of the textbooks. Interested readers may 

have the choice of source codes in Fortran, C or Matlab. These algorithms may improve 

understanding of the theories and the numerical examples show how the algorithms are applied in 

practice.  These algorithms or computer programs are listed as follows: 

1. Analytic Kepler algorithm for two-body orbit propagation 

2. Analytic Vinti algorithm for perturbed orbit propagation with 2J , 3J
 
and most of 4J  

3. Eleven numerical integrators for short and long duration numerical orbit propagation 

applied to a short range rocket and a spacecraft/asteroid under N-body perturbations 

4. Analytic multi-rev Lambert algorithm for Initial Orbit Determination (IOD) of radar data  

5. Analytic Gauss and Laplace algorithms for Initial Orbit Determination (IOD) of optical 

data 

6. Analytic Batch Differential Correction (BDC) algorithms for radar and optical data post 

processing 

7. Analytic Sequential Differential Correction algorithms in the form of Extended Kalman 

Filters (EKF) for radar and optical data real-time processing 

8. Seven analytic and numerical state transition matrices for targeting and linear motion, 

including the transformation matrix between Earth-Centered-Inertial (ECI) and the 

Clohessy-Wiltshire (CW) coordinate systems 

 

The second purpose 

This book provides interested readers seven analytic Vinti-based algorithms aiming to 

process millions of radar and optical observations per day for rapid space catalog building.  
These algorithms can also be applied to catalog maintenance, of course. This book re-introduces 

the powerful six-decade-old Vinti algorithm that has been left out by most textbooks of orbital 

and celestial mechanics. The advanced nature of the Vinti theory has earned only an honorable 

section in the Goddard bible GTDS, and a few casual mentions in classical mechanics. To 

develop a Vinti algorithm requires serious understanding of Hamilton-Jacobi theory, elliptic 

integrals, universal variables, just to name a few. However, the challenge of rapid space catalog 

building motivated the development of the seven analytic Vinti-based algorithms below: 

1. Kepler two-body and perturbed orbit propagation (xKep) 

2. Lambert (Multi-rev IOD) for radar data processing (xLam) 

3. Gauss-Laplace (Angles-only IOD) for optical data processing (xGau-xLap) 

4. Batch Differential Correction for radar data processing (xBDC_radar) 

5. Batch Differential Correction for optical data processing (xBDC_optical) 

6. Extended Kalman Filter for radar data processing (xEKF_radar) 

7. Extended Kalman Filter for optical data processing (xEKF_optical) 
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SP-type of space catalog  

The beauty of these seven analytic Vinti-based algorithms is that they compute mainly with ECI 

state vectors in Cartesian space from start to finish, and no conversion to any other coordinate 

system or orbital elements is needed. There is no need for mean and equinoctial orbit elements. 

Since the input and output of the analytic Vinti orbit propagation algorithm are ECI state vectors, 

the use of accurate Special Perturbation (SP) catalog data for correlating observations presents 

not just an accuracy advantage, but eliminates the necessity of the TLE catalog. These analytic 

Vinti-based algorithms, integrated together, provide an engine to build rapidly a SP-type space 

catalog. Tuning Kalman Filters and Batch DC algorithms, adding process noise and error 

covariance, refining sensor system parameters, among others, can be added later, but not 

included in this student version of algorithms. Note that the Laplace angles-only IOD algorithm 

xLap, which is not needed for the student version, is included as seven Vinti-based algorithms + 

1. 

 

Short duration orbit propagation  

Daily observations are collected within 24 hours and probably about 90% are associated with 

Near-earth objects in the year 2020. For short duration orbit propagation of one day, the only 

perturbation needed is 2J  for Near-earth objects and adding Sun and Moon perturbations for 

Deep-space objects. That is, numerical integration is rarely needed for short duration orbit 

propagation. Analytic averaging and semi-analytic orbit propagation algorithms are mainly 

developed for long duration and burdened with extra perturbations, which in turn are inefficient 

or even less accurate for short duration daily cataloging. 

 

Forward and backward learning 

Traditional astrodynamics textbooks present systematic development of the equations of Kepler, 

Lambert, Gauss-Laplace (angles-only), Differential Correction (DC), N-body and other topics 

starting from Newton’s laws and Kepler's laws. After these general mathematical background and 

computational procedures are presented without source code and practical numerical examples, 

the average readers cannot fully understand the theories, neither to code the algorithms, let alone 

applying them to solve practical problems. This traditional process is "forward learning": from 

input to output, or from basics of astrodynamics to some final equations of the theories. 

Unfortunately, many readers are lost before reaching the final equations. This book promotes 

"backward learning", from solution to input. The final variables and key equations are introduced 

first and readers are directed to trace backward hopefully to the inputs. The source codes of the 

algorithms and real-world numerical examples illustrate how to compute the final variables and 

key equations, bridging the gap between theory and practice. 

 

 

Scope of this book 

The algorithms of the student version can be improved to the professional version, if the four 

century-old puzzles or the Four Exercises of this book can be solved. Integrating these 

professional algorithms together would cost at least a million times the price of this book. 

Integrating further to merge with a real operational system is priceless and outside the scope of 

this book.  
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Catalog maintenance and catalog building 

To aide in the understanding of the second purpose of this book, Figure 1 shows the simplified 

process of applying the seven Vinti-based algorithms for catalog maintenance and catalog 

building. For catalog maintenance, new observations of known objects are processed by DC 

algorithms, bypassing IOD, updating position data of the cataloged objects in a space catalog. For 

catalog building, UnCataloged Tracks/Targets or UCT processing, which is highlighted in the red 

box of Figure 1, must be accurate and efficient in order to produce the candidate elements and 

state vectors of potential new objects. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1    Catalog maintenance and catalog building 

 

Rapid and automated catalog building needs seven efficient Vinti-based astrodynamics algorithms 

that can perform the followings: (1) correlate observations, and (2) to (7) UCT processing. 

Traditional catalog building is efficient for (1) correlate observations by SGP4, but inefficient for 

(2) to (7), UCT processing with two-body Kepler orbit propagation. Observations that belong to 

unknown objects or UCTs, do not have TLEs, and therefore it is difficult to use or code SGP4 

into IOD and DC algorithms. For the six of seven algorithms that process UCT observations 

without TLEs, the choices of analytic orbit propagation are: 

1.  Traditional  Use an analytic two-body Kepler algorithm for inaccurate orbit propagation 

in IOD and DC, and hopefully dense observation data is available. 

2.  Non-traditional   TLE conversion can be performed only after an initial state vector is 

deduced by a successful IOD, but initial conversion errors are introduced. Also, the 

problematic conversion can be challenging for automated catalog building.  

3.  Modern  Use the analytic perturbed Vinti algorithm for accurate orbit propagation in 

IOD and DC, and be rewarded by rapid and automated space catalog building. 
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The choice of the analytic SGP4 orbit propagation algorithm seemed to be harmless in the 1960s. 

Again, catalog building requires seven astrodynamics algorithms and SGP4 performs well only in 

(1) correlate observations for cataloged objects with TLEs. For roughly 60 years, about 50,000 

objects are cataloged as of year 2020, about two to three new objects per day on average. Being 

forced to use analytic two-body Kepler orbit propagation in the six traditional IOD and DC 

algorithms for UCT processing is the main cause for the slow pace of catalog building. In other 

words, SGP4 is a catalog maintenance tool. UCT processing is the heart of catalog building, but 

SGP4 cannot be used for UCTs have no TLEs. Improvements to extend the capabilities of SGP4 

remain confined to catalog maintenance due to the lack of TLEs for UCTs. Also, eGP and 

SGP4+SP, may only benefit long duration orbit propagation.  

 

Again, the input and output of a Vinti algorithm are ECI state vectors; no TLE is needed for orbit 

propagation. Also the Vinti algorithm is orders of magnitudes more accurate than any two-body 

Kepler algorithm (as shown in the numerical examples of the xKep package), and runs as fast as 

SGP4. Since Vinti propagates with an accurate state vector from a SP catalog while SGP4 must 

use the "averaged" or mean orbital elements from a TLE catalog, for short duration orbit 

propagation, a Vinti algorithm produces more accurate results than SGP4 in general. That is, data 

processing for catalog building requires only short duration orbit propagation (one day or so), the 

analytic perturbed Vinti algorithm is the most accurate and efficient, but has been overlooked for 

decades. 

 

Inefficient UCT processing that uses numerical orbit propagation in IOD and DC algorithms can 

be integrated with parallel processing, fast CPUs, graphic cards and specialized chips. Using 

Example 10 of Chapter 4 in this book with 46 real observations of the BepiColombo spacecraft, 

the analytic Vinti-based and numerical-integration-based DC algorithms produced almost 

identical final state vectors, while Vinti is orders of magnitudes faster. That is, specialized 

numerical integrators are not needed in IOD and DC algorithms. Besides, after analytic solutions 

of the Vinti-based IOD and DC are found, the last iteration in DC can be refined with numerical 

orbit propagation to include all desired perturbations if needed.  

 

Four Steps of Rapid and Automated Space Catalog Building 

Figure 2 shows how the seven Vinti-based algorithms can be applied in the four steps for rapid 

and automated space catalog building. Step 1, Correlate Observation, which is described in 

Chapter 1, can be performed by either SGP4 or vinti6 of this book. Steps 2 to 4, Analytic IOD 

and DC of UCT Processing, which are described in Chapters 2 to 4, replaced the traditional two-

body Kepler algorithm by vinti6 for analytic perturbed orbit propagation.  
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Figure 2   Four steps of rapid and automated space catalog building 
 

 

To illustrate how the seven Vinti-based algorithms are used in the four steps of Figure 2, the 

following hypothetical numbers are assumed so as to give a better perspective of the needs of 

catalog building: 

 Current estimated cataloged objects: 50,000.  

 Estimated radar or optical observations per day: 1,000,000. 

 Estimated percentage of radar or optical UCTs observations: one percent or 10,000.  

 

The above "estimated" numbers are used to simply the calculations in the four steps, and can be 

scaled up or down by the reader if needed.  

 

 

Note that, before reading Chapter 1, interested readers are encouraged to study and run the 

numerical examples of the xKep package to verify that the analytic perturbed Vinti algorithm, 

vinti6, is accurate and efficient for short duration orbit propagation for all orbit regimes. 


